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a b s t r a c t

This paper shows how asymptotically valid inference in regression models based on the weighted
least squares (WLS) estimator can be obtained even when the model for reweighting the data
is misspecified. Like the ordinary least squares estimator, the WLS estimator can be accompanied
by heteroskedasticity-consistent (HC) standard errors without knowledge of the functional form of
conditional heteroskedasticity. First, we provide rigorous proofs under reasonable assumptions; second,
we provide numerical support in favor of this approach. Indeed, a Monte Carlo study demonstrates
attractive finite-sample properties compared to the status quo, in terms of both estimation and inference.
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1. Introduction

Despite constant additions to the toolbox of applied re-
searchers, linear regression models remain the cornerstone of em-
pirical work in economics and other scientific disciplines. Most in-
troductory courses in econometrics start with an assumption of
conditional homoskedasticity: the conditional variance of the error
terms does not depend on the regressors. In such an idyllic situa-
tion, one should estimate the model parameters by ordinary least
squares (OLS) and use the conventional inference produced by any
of the multitude of software packages.

Unfortunately, in many applications, applied researchers are
plagued by conditional heteroskedasticity: the conditional vari-
ance of the error term is a function of the regressors. A simple ex-
ample is a wage regression where wages (or perhaps log wages)
are regressed on experience plus a constant. In most professions,
there is a larger variation in wages for workers with many years
of experience compared to workers with few years of experience.
Therefore, in such a case, the conditional variance of the error term
is an increasing function of experience.

In the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity, the OLS
estimator still has attractive properties, such as being unbiased
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and being consistent (under mild regularity conditions). However,
it is no longer the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). Even
more problematic, conventional inference generally is no longer
valid: confidence intervals do not have the correct coverage
probabilities and hypothesis tests do not have the correct
null rejection probabilities, even asymptotically. In early days,
econometricians prescribed the cure of weighted least squares
(WLS). It consisted of modeling the functional form of conditional
heteroskedasticity, reweighting the data (both the response
variable and the regressors), and running OLS combined with
conventional inference with the weighted data. The rationale was
that ‘correctly’ weighting the data (based on the true conditional
variance model) results in efficiency gains over the OLS estimator.
Furthermore, conventional inference based on the ‘correctly’
weighted data is valid, at least asymptotically.

White (1980) changed the game with one of the most
influential and widely-cited papers in econometrics. He promoted
heteroskedasticity-consistent (HC) standard errors for the OLS
estimator. His alternative cure consists of retaining the OLS
estimator (that is, not weighting the data) but using HC standard
errors instead of the conventional standard errors. The resulting
inference is (asymptotically) valid in the presence of conditional
heteroskedasticity of unknown form, which has been a major
selling point. Indeed, the earlier cure had the nasty side effect
of invalid inference if the applied researcher did not model
the conditional heteroskedasticity correctly (arguably, a common
occurrence).
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As the years have passed, weighting the data has become out
of fashion and applied researchers have instead largely favored
the cure prescribed by White (1980) and his followers.1 The
bad publicity for WLS is still ongoing. As an example, consider
Angrist and Pischke (2010, Section 3.4.1) who discourage applied
researchers fromweighting the datawith the following arguments,
among others.

1. ‘‘If the conditional variance model is a poor approximation or
if the estimates of it are very noisy, WLS estimators may have
worse finite-sample properties than unweighted estimators’’.

2. ‘‘The inferences you draw [. . . ]may therefore bemisleading, and
the hoped-for efficiency gain may not materialize’’.

3. ‘‘Any efficiency gain from weighting is likely to be modest, and
incorrectly or poorly estimatedweights can domore harm than
good’’.

Alas, not everyone has converted and a few lone warriors
defendingWLS remain. At the forefront is Leamer (2010, p. 43)who
calls the current practice ‘‘White-washing’’ and argues that ‘‘. . .we
should be doing the hard work of modeling the heteroskedasticity
[. . . ] to determine if sensible reweighting of the observations
materially changes the locations of the estimates of interest aswell
as the widths of the confidence intervals’’.

In this paper, we consider a third cure, which is a simple
combination of the two previous cures: use WLS combined with
HC standard errors. The aim of this cure is to offer the best
of both worlds. First, sensibly weighting the data can lead to
noticeable efficiency gains over OLS, even if the conditional
variance model is misspecified. Second, combining WLS with HC
standard errors allows for valid inference, even if the conditional
variance model is misspecified. Upon completion of a first version
of this paper, it came to our attention that such a program
has already been suggested by Wooldridge (2010, 2012), who
deserves due credit.2 Nevertheless, the current paper makes two
important contributions. First, we provide rigorous proofs under a
clear set of reasonable conditions in order to justify large-sample
inference for this approach.3 In particular, in order to demonstrate
that there is no efficiency loss in using WLS over OLS under
conditional homoskedasticity, asymptotic theory requires distinct
assumptions depending on the model used for the functional form
of conditional heteroskedasticity. Second, we further promote the
approach by providing numerical evidence of first-order gains of
the claimed asymptotic efficiency improvements.

As a bonus, we also propose a new estimator: adaptive least
squares (ALS). Our motivation is a follows. Under conditional
homoskedasticity, OLS is the optimal estimator and one should
not weight the data at all. Using WLS in such a setting will lead
to an efficiency loss, at least in small and moderate samples,
because of the noise in the estimated conditional-variance model.
As a remedy, we propose to first carry out a test of conditional
heteroskedasticity based on the same conditional variance model

1 See MacKinnon (2012) for a comprehensive review of HC inference based on
OLS.
2 For some even earlier relatedwork, see Cragg (1983, 1992), though he is mainly

interested in estimation as opposed to inference. An alternative approach that
shows how to improve upon OLS in the case of conditional heteroskedasticity is
presented in Gouriéroux et al. (1996). They, however, impose additional structure
based on assumptions like the third conditional moment of the errors being zero.
In contrast, our approach does not require any such ‘symmetry’ assumptions on the
(conditional) error distribution.
3 For example, the consistency results of Wooldridge (2010, Chapter 12) rely on

the parameter spaces for both the regression parameters and the parameters of the
skedastic function being compact, among other things. Also, we consider modeling
both the conditional variance function as well as its logarithm. One must take care
in modeling the logarithm of a quantity that could be zero or near zero, and we
provide a proper asymptotic justification of the approach.
that is used for weighting the data. If the test rejects, use WLS;
otherwise, stick with OLS. In this way, one will only useWLS when
it is worthwhile doing so, that is, when there is sufficient evidence
in the data supporting the conditional variance model. Crucially,
independent of the outcome of the test, always use HC standard
errors.4

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the model. Section 3 describes the various estimators
and derives the asymptotic distribution of theWLS estimatorwhen
theweighting of the data is possibly incorrect. Section 4 establishes
validity of the proposed inference based on the WLS estimator
when the weighting of the data is possibly incorrect. Section 5
examines finite-sample performance via a Monte Carlo study.
Section 6 briefly discusses possible variations and extensions.
Finally, Section 7 concludes. An Appendix contains details on
various inference methods and all mathematical proofs.

To clarify some notation that we use throughout the paper: The
symbol := denotes a definition sign when the quantity defined
appears on the left; the symbol =: denotes a definition sign when
the quantity defined appears on the right; and the symbol ≡

denotes ‘‘is constantly equal to’’.

2. The model

We maintain the following set of assumptions throughout the
paper.

(A1) The linear model is of the form

yi = x′

iβ + εi (i = 1, . . . , n), (2.1)

where xi ∈ RK is a vector of explanatory variables (regres-
sors),β ∈ RK is a coefficient vector, and εi is the unobservable
error term with certain properties to be specified below.

(A2) The sample

(yi, x′

i)
n
i=1 is independent and identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d.).
(A3) All the regressors are predetermined in the sense that they

are orthogonal to the contemporaneous error term:

E(εi|xi) = 0. (2.2)

Of course, under the i.i.d. assumption (A2) it then also holds
that

E(εi|x1, . . . , xn) = 0,

that is, the regressors are strictly exogenous.
(A4) The K × K matrix Σxx := E(xix′

i) is nonsingular (and hence
finite). Furthermore,

n
i=1 xix

′

i is invertible with probability
one.

(A5) The K × K matrix Ω := E(ε2i xix
′

i) is nonsingular (and hence
finite).

(A6) There exists a nonrandom function v : RK
→ R>0 such that

E(ε2i |xi) = v(xi). (2.3)

Therefore, the skedastic function v(·) determines the func-
tional form of the conditional hetero-skedasticity. Note that
under (A6),

Ω = E

v(xi) · xix′

i


.

4 Tests for conditional heteroskedasticity had come with a different prescription
in the past. Namely, if the test rejects, use OLS with HC standard errors, otherwise,
use OLS with the conventional standard errors; for example, see Hayashi (2000,
p. 132). But such a practice is not recommended, since it has poor finite-sample
properties under conditional heteroskedasticity in small and moderate samples;
for example, see Long and Ervin (2000). The reason is that when the test has low
power, an invalid inference method will be chosen with non-negligible probability.
Instead, we use tests for conditional heteroskedasticity for an honorable purpose
and thereby restore some of their lost appeal.
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It is useful to introduce the customary vector–matrix notations

y :=

y1
...
yn

 , ε :=

ε1...
εn

 , X :=

x′

1
...
x′

n

 =

x11 . . . x1K
... . . .

...
xn1 . . . xnK

 ,
so that Eq. (2.1) can be written more compactly as

y = Xβ + ε. (2.4)

Furthermore, assumptions (A2), (A3), and (A5) imply that

Var(ε|X) =

v(x1) . . .

v(xn)

 .
Remark 2.1 (Justifying the I.I.D. Assumption). The application of
WLS relies upon Var(ε|X) being a diagonal matrix. For the sake of
theory, it is possible to generalize the set of assumptions (A1)–(A5)
such that this condition is still satisfied. For the sake of simplicity,
however, we prefer to maintain the set of assumptions (A1)–(A5),
which are based on the key assumption (A2) of observing a random
sample. Our reasoning here is that virtually all applications of WLS
are restricted to such a setting, a leading example being cross-
sectional studies. Therefore, allowing for more general settings
wouldmainly serve to impress theoreticians as opposed to keeping
it simple for our target audience, namely, applied researchers. �

3. Estimators: OLS, WLS, and ALS

3.1. Description of the estimators

The ubiquitous estimator of β is the ordinary least squares (OLS)
estimator

β̂OLS := (X ′X)−1X ′y.

Under the maintained assumptions, OLS is unbiased and consis-
tent. This is the good news. The bad news is that it is not efficient
under conditional heteroskedasticity (that is, when the skedastic
function v(·) is not constant).

A more efficient estimator can be obtained by reweighting the
data (yi, x′

i) and then applying OLS in the transformed model

yi
√
v(xi)

=
x′

i
√
v(xi)

β +
εi

√
v(xi)

. (3.1)

Letting

V :=

v(x1) . . .

v(xn)

 ,
the resulting estimator can be written as

β̂BLUE := (X ′V−1X)−1X ′V−1y. (3.2)

It is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) and it is consistent;
in particular, it ismore efficient than theOLS estimator. But outside
of textbooks, this ‘oracle’ estimator mainly exists in utopia, since
the skedastic function v(·) is typically unknown.

A feasible approach is to estimate the skedastic function v(·)
from the data in some way and then to apply OLS in the model

yi
v̂(xi)

=
x′

i
v̂(xi)

β +
εi
v̂(xi)

, (3.3)
where v̂(·) denotes the estimator of v(·). The resulting estimator is
the weighted least squares (WLS) estimator.5 Letting

V̂ :=

v̂(x1) . . .

v̂(xn)

 ,
the WLS estimator can be written as

β̂WLS := (X ′V̂−1X)−1X ′V̂−1y.

It is not necessarily unbiased. If v̂(·) is a consistent estimator of v(·)
in some suitable sense, then WLS is asymptotically more efficient
than OLS. But even if v̂(·) is an inconsistent estimator of v(·), WLS
can result in large efficiency gains over OLS in the presence of
noticeable conditional heteroskedasticity; see Section 5.

Using OLS is straightforward and has become the status quo
in applied economic research. But foregoing potentially large
efficiency gains ‘on principle’ would seem an approach to data
analysis that is hard to justify.

Remark 3.1 (Adaptive Least Squares). Under conditional
homoskedasticity – that is, when the skedastic function v(·) is con-
stant – OLS is generally more efficient than WLS in finite sam-
ples. But, under certain assumptions on the scheme to estimate the
skedastic function, OLS and WLS are asymptotically equivalent in
this case. On the other hand, under (noticeable) conditional het-
eroskedasticity,WLS is generallymore efficient, both in finite sam-
ples and even in a first-order asymptotic sense. (Such claims will
be justified mathematically later.)

Therefore, it is tempting to decide based on thedatawhich route
to take, OLS or WLS. Specifically, we suggest applying a test for
conditional heteroskedasticity. Several such tests exist, the most
popular ones being the tests of Breusch and Pagan (1979) and
White (1980); also see Koenker (1981) and Koenker and Bassett
(1982). If the null hypothesis of conditional homoskedasticity is not
rejected by such a test, use the OLS estimator; otherwise, use the
WLS estimator. We call the resulting estimator the adaptive least
squares (ALS) estimator. Here, the term ‘‘adaptive’’ indicates that
the final form of the estimator – OLS or WLS – adapts itself to the
data at hand.

The motivation is as follows. Under conditional homoskedas-
ticity, the ALS estimator will be equal to the WLS estimator with
a small probability only (roughly equal to the nominal size of the
test). Therefore, in this case, ALS is expected to be more efficient
thanWLS in finite samples, though still less efficient than OLS. Un-
der conditional heteroskedasticity, the ALS estimator will be equal
to the WLS estimator with probability tending to one (assuming
that the chosen test is consistent against the existing nature of con-
ditional heteroskedasticity). So for large sample sizes, ALS should
be almost as efficient as WLS. For small sample sizes, when the
power of the test is not near one, the efficiency is expected to be
somewhere between OLS and WLS. (In fact, one could apply the
same strategy, but letting the significance level αn of the ‘pretest’
tend to zero as the sample size tends to infinity; one just needs
to ensure αn tends to zero slowly enough so that the test still has
power tending to one.)

Consequently, ALS sacrifices some efficiency gains ofWLSunder
conditional heteroskedasticity in favor of being closer to the
performance of OLS under conditional homoskedasticity.

These heuristics are confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations in
Section 5. �

5 Another convention is to call the weighted least squares estimator what we call
the best linear unbiased estimator and to call the feasible weighted least squares
estimator what we call the weighted least squares estimator.
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3.2. Parametric model for estimating the skedastic function

In order to estimate the skedastic function v(·), we suggest
the use of a parametric model vθ (·), where θ ∈ Rd is a finite-
dimensional parameter. Such a model could be suggested by
economic theory, by exploratory data analysis (that is, residual
plots from an OLS regression), or by convenience. In any case, the
model used should nest the case of conditional homoskedasticity.
In particular, for everyσ 2 > 0,we assume the existence of a unique
θ := θ(σ 2) such that

vθ (x) ≡ σ 2.

A flexible parametric model we suggest is

vθ (xi) := exp

ν + γ2 log |xi,2| + · · · + γK log |xi,K |


,

with θ := (ν, γ2, . . . , γK )
′, (3.4)

assuming that xi,1 ≡ 1 (that is, the original regression contains a
constant). Otherwise, the model should be

vθ (xi) := exp

ν + γ1 log |xi,1| + γ2 log |xi,2| + · · · + γK log |xi,K |


,

with θ := (ν, γ1, . . . , γK )
′.

Such a model is a special case of the form of multiplicative
conditional heteroskedasticity previously proposed by Harvey
(1976) and Judge et al. (1988, Section 9.3), among others.

Another possibility is to not take exponents and use

vθ (xi) := ν + γ2|xi,2| + · · · + γK |xi,K |,

with θ := (ν, γ2, . . . , γK )
′. (3.5)

The advantage of (3.4) over (3.5) is that it ensures variances are
nonnegative, though the parameters in (3.5) can be restricted such
that nonnegativity is satisfied. In all cases, the models obviously
nest the case of conditional homoskedasticity.

Furthermore, we recommend basing the test for conditional
heteroskedasticity used in computing the ALS estimator of Re-
mark 3.1 on the sameparametricmodel of the skedastic function as
used in computing the WLS estimator. The underlying motivation
is that in this way, the ALS estimator is set to theWLS estimator (as
opposed to the OLS estimator) only if there is significant evidence
for the type of conditional heteroskedasticity that forms the basis
of the WLS estimator. In particular, we do not recommend using
a ‘generic’ test of conditional heteroskedasticity, such as the test
of White (1980), unless the parametric specification vθ (·) used by
the test is also the parametric specification used by the WLS esti-
mator.6

Having chosen a parametric specification vθ (·), the test for
conditional heteroskedasticity is carried out by first estimating θ
via a suitable OLS regression and by then comparing n times the
R2-statistic of this regression against a suitable quantile of a chi-
squared distribution.

For example, if the parametric model is given by (3.4), the test
specifies

H0 : γ2 = · · · = γK = 0 vs.
H1 : at least one γk ≠ 0 (k = 2, . . . , K),

so that H0 corresponds the conditional homoskedasticity while
H1 corresponds to conditional heteroskedasticity. To carry out

6 For example, wewould not recommend the parametric specification ofWhite’s
(1980) test, as it is of order K 2 and thus involves too many free parameters (unless
the number of regressors, K , is very small compared to the sample size, n).
the test, fix a small constant δ > 0 and estimate the following
regression by OLS:

log

max(δ2, ε̂2i )


= ν + γ2 log |xi,2| + · · · + γK log |xi,K | + ui,

with ε̂i := yi − x′

iβ̂OLS, (3.6)

and denote the resulting R2-statistic by R2. Furthermore, denote
by χ2

K−1,1−α the 1 − α quantile of the chi-squared distribution
with K − 1 degrees of freedom. Then the test for conditional
heteroskedasticity rejects at nominal level α if n · R2 > χ2

K−1,1−α .
(The reason for introducing the constant δ here is that, because
we are taking logs, we need to avoid a residual of zero, or even
very near zero. If instead, we considered the specification (3.5), we
would simply run a regression of ε2i on the right-hand side of (3.6)
and no constant δ needs to be introduced.)

Finally, the estimate of the skedastic function is given by

v̂(·) := vθ̂ (·),

where θ̂ is an estimator of θ obtained by on OLS regression of the
type (3.6).

Remark 3.2 (Comparison to Wooldridge). A related proposal can
be found in Wooldridge (2012, Chapter 8). But there are two
important differences. First, Wooldridge proposes the parametric
model

vθ (xi) := exp

ν + γ2xi,2 + · · · + γK xi,K


,

with θ := (ν, γ2, . . . , γK )
′. (3.7)

This specification is less intuitive, which is easiest to see in the case
of a single stochastic regressor, that is, in the case K = 2. In this
case, our specification (3.4) is equivalent to

vθ (xi) = σ 2
|xi,2|γ , with σ 2

= exp(ν)

whereas specification (3.7) is equivalent to

vθ (xi) = σ 2 exp(xi,2)γ , with σ 2
= exp(ν).

Therefore, specification (3.4) models the variance in terms of
the ‘best’ power on |xi,2| whereas specification (3.7) models the
variance in terms of the ‘best’ power on exp(xi,2), which is less
intuitive.

Second, Wooldridge (2012, Chapter 8) proposes estimating the
skedastic function by the following OLS regression:

log

ε̂2i


= ν + γ2xi,2 + · · · + γK xi,K + ui,

with ε̂i := yi − x′

iβ̂OLS. (3.8)

Compared to the regression (3.6), there is no lower bound δ2 > 0
imposed on the squared residuals ε̂2i before taking logs on the left-
hand side.We find the need to impose such a lower bound in order
to prove the asymptotic validity of our approach; see Remark 3.6.
In contrast, the proposal of Wooldridge (2012, Chapter 8) is of a
heuristic nature only and no proof is provided.

An advantage of model (3.7) over model (3.4) is that it can
also be used when some of the regressors can take on the value
zero, such as in the case of dummy variables. Of course, in
such applications, model (3.4) could still be made operational by
adding a non-zero constant, such as one, to the (absolute values
of) regressors before taking logs. A similar reasoning applies to
applications where some of the regressors are continuous but not
bounded away from zero. �

Remark 3.3 (Nesting Conditional Homoskedasticity). Needless to
say, all parametric models discussed in Section 3.2 nest the
case of conditional homoskedasticity. Moreover, in each case,
the corresponding parameter θ satisfies the condition that all
entries except for the first one are equal to zero, that is, θ =

(θ1, 0, . . . , 0)′. �
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Remark 3.4 (General Theory). We have suggested some conve-
nient forms for the parametric model vθ (·) but our subsequent
asymptotic theory applies to other forms as well, since it is based
on high-level smoothness and moment assumptions. In addition,
although we have suggested particular ways to estimate θ , other
methods of estimation can be used as well; for example, the para-
metric model (3.7) can be estimated via a GLM approach with an
exponential function applied to the squared OLS residuals ε̂2i . �

3.3. Limiting distribution of the WLS estimator

The first goal is to consider the behavior of the WLS estimator
under a perhaps incorrectly specified skedastic function. The
estimator β̂BLUE assumes knowledge of the true skedastic function
v(·). Instead, consider a genericWLS estimator that is based on the
skedastic functionw(·); this estimator is given by

β̂W := (X ′W−1X)−1X ′W−1y, (3.9)

where W is the diagonal matrix with (i, i) entry w(xi). Given two
real-valued functions a(·) and b(·) defined on RK (the space where
xi lives), defineΩa/b to be the matrix given by

Ωa/b := E

a(xi)
b(xi)

· xix′

i


.

The first result deals with the case of a fixed employed choice
of skedastic functionw(·), though this choicemay bemisspecified,
since the true skedastic function is v(·).

Lemma 3.1. Assume (A1)–(A3) and (A6). Given a possibly misspec-
ified skedastic function w(·) and the true skedastic function v(·), as-
sume the matrices Ω1/w and Ωv/w2 are well-defined (in the sense
that the corresponding expectations exist and are finite). Also, assume
Ω1/w is invertible. (These assumptions reduce to the usual assump-
tions (A4) and (A5) in casew(·) is constant.) Then, as n → ∞,
√
n(β̂W − β)

d
−→ N


0,Ω−1

1/wΩv/w2Ω
−1
1/w


,

where the symbol
d

−→ denotes convergence in distribution.

Corollary 3.1. Assume the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 and in
addition that both w(·) and v(·) are constant (so that, in particular,
conditional homoskedasticity holds true). Then
√
n(β̂W − β)

d
−→ N


0,Ω−1

1/v


.

It is well known that, under conditional homoskedasticity, Ω−1
1/v

is the limiting variance of the OLS estimator. So as long as the
skedastic functionw(·) is constant, the limiting distribution of β̂W

is identical to the limiting distribution of β̂OLS under conditional
homoskedasticity.

Next, we consider the behavior of the WLS estimator based on
an estimated skedastic function. Assume the parametric family of
skedastic functions used to estimate v(·) is given by vθ (·), where
θ = (θ1, . . . , θd)

′ varies in an open subset of Rd. Note the true v(·)
need not be specified by any vθ (·). However, we always specify a
family vθ (·) that includes constant values σ 2, so as to always allow
for conditional homoskedasticity. It is further tacitly assumed that
vθ (x) > 0 on the support of x, so that 1/vθ (x) is well-defined with
probability one. Assume that 1/vθ (·) is differentiable at some fixed
θ0 in the following sense: there exists a vector-valued function of
dimension 1 × d

rθ0(x) =

rθ0,1(x), . . . , rθ0,d(x)



and a real-valued function sθ0(·) such that 1
vθ (x)

−
1

vθ0(x)
− rθ0(x)(θ − θ0)

 ≤
1
2
|θ − θ0|

2sθ0(x), (3.10)

for all θ in some small open ball around θ0 and all x in the support
of the covariates. Evidently rθ0(x) is the gradient with respect to θ
of 1/vθ (x). Next, we assumewe have a consistent estimator θ̂ of θ0
in the sense that

n1/4
|θ̂ − θ0|

P
−→ 0. (3.11)

Of course, (3.11) holds if θ̂ is a
√
n-consistent estimator of θ0. (The

weaker condition may be useful if one lets the dimension d of the
model increase with the sample size n.)

Theorem 3.1. Assume conditions (3.10) and (3.11). Further assume

E

|xi|2v(xi)|rθ0(xi)|

2 < ∞ (3.12)

and

E

|xi| · |εisθ0(xi)|


< ∞. (3.13)

(Note that in the case the functions rθ0(·) and sθ0(·) can be taken
to be uniformly bounded over the support of the covariates, then
these two added assumptions (3.12) and (3.13) already follow
from (A5) and (A6).)

Consider the estimator β̂WLS := β̂V̂ given by (3.9)withW replaced
by Ŵ , and Ŵ is the diagonal matrix with (i, i) entry vθ̂ (xi). Then,

√
n(β̂WLS − β)

d
−→ N


0,Ω−1

1/wΩv/w2Ω
−1
1/w


, (3.14)

where v(·) is the true skedastic function and w(·) := vθ0(·)
corresponds to the limiting estimated skedastic function.

Remark 3.5. Actually, the proof shows that

√
n(β̂WLS − β̂W )

P
−→ 0, (3.15)

where β̂W is the WLS based on the known skedastic function
w(·) = vθ0(·). �

Corollary 3.2. Assume the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and in
addition that both vθ0(·) and v(·) are constant (so that, in particular,
conditional homoskedasticity holds true). Then
√
n(β̂WLS − β)

d
−→ N


0,Ω−1

1/v


.

Remark 3.6 (Assumptions on the Parametric Specification vθ (·)).We
need to argue that the estimation scheme based on a parametric
specification vθ (·), as described in Section 3.2, satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 3.1. The specifications we apply in
the numerical work, such as given in Section 3.2 are clearly
smooth, but it needs to be argued that (3.11) holds for some
θ0, even under conditional heteroskedasticity. The technical
arguments are given in Appendix B.2 in the Appendix. In
particular, both under conditional homoskedasticity and under
conditional heteroskedasticity, our proposed estimation scheme
of the skedastic function leads to a nonrandom estimate vθ0(·)
in the limit, as assumed by Theorem 3.1.

Remark 3.7 (Efficiency of WLS under Conditional Homoskedasticity
and Limiting Value θ0). It is well known that under conditional
homoskedasticity, Ω−1

1/v is the limiting variance of the OLS
estimator. So as long as the skedastic function w(·) := vθ0(·)
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is constant, the limiting distribution of β̂WLS is identical to the
limiting distribution of β̂OLS in this case.

In Appendix B.2, it is argued that the estimator θ̂ tends in
probability to some θ0. However, vθ0(·) need not correspond
to the true skedastic function v(·). Furthermore, even when
v(·) is constant and the specification for vθ (·) nests conditional
homoskedasticity, it may or may not be the case that vθ0(·) is
constant.

On the one hand, consider the specification (3.5). Then, using
OLSwhen regressing ε2 (or ε̂2) on the right-hand-side of (3.5) gives
a limiting value of θ0 that corresponds to the best linear predictor
of E(ε2i |xi). Hence, if E(ε2i |xi) is constant, then so is vθ0(·).

On the other hand, consider the specification (3.4) and (3.7),
where log(ε2i ) is modeled as a linear function of covariates. In
such a case, OLS is consistent for θ0, which corresponds to the best
linear predictor of E


log(ε2i )|xi


. In the homoskedastic case where

E(ε2i |xi) is constant, one does not necessarily have that

E

log

max(δ2, ε2i )

xi is constant. (3.16)

Of course, (3.16) would hold in the more structured case where
εi and xi are independent under conditional homoskedasticity. For
example, this is the case if (A6) is strengthened to

(A6’) {xi}ni=1 is a K -variate i.i.d. sample and εi is given by

εi =


v(xi) · zi,

where v(·) : RK
→ R+ is a nonrandom skedastic function

and {zi}ni=1 is a univariate i.i.d. sample with mean zero and
variance one, and is independent of {xi}ni=1.

But in general (3.16) may fail. Therefore, to ensure in general
that there is no asymptotic efficiency loss of using WLS instead
of OLS under conditional homoskedasticity, one needs to use a
specification of the form (3.5); otherwise, one must assume that
when conditional homoskedasticity holds, so does (3.16).

Finally, since whenever vθ0(·) is constant, OLS and WLS are
asymptotically equivalent, then in such a case, OLS and ALS are
asymptotically equivalent, as well. �

4. Inference: OLS, WLS, and ALS

4.1. Description of the inference methods

In most applications, it is of additional interest to conduct
inference for β by computing confidence intervals for (linear
combinations of) β or by carrying out hypothesis tests for (linear
combinations of) β . Unfortunately, when v̂(·) is not a consistent
estimator of the skedastic function v(·), then the textbook
inference based on the WLS estimator can be misleading, in the
sense that confidence intervals do not have the correct coverage
probabilities and hypothesis tests do not have the correct null
rejection probabilities, even asymptotically. This is an additional
reason why applied researchers have shied away from WLS
estimation. The contribution of this section is to propose a method
by which consistent inference for β based on the WLS estimator
can be obtained even if v̂(·) is an inconsistent estimator. The
proposal is simple and straightforward. The idea is rooted in
inference for β based on the OLS estimator.

It is well known that under conditional heteroskedasticity
(A6), the OLS standard errors are not consistent and the
resulting inference is misleading (in the sense specified in the
previous paragraph). As a remedy, theoreticians have proposed
heteroskedasticity-consistent (HC) standard errors. Such research
dates back to Eicker (1963, 1967), Huber (1967), andWhite (1980).
Further refinements have been provided byMacKinnon andWhite
(1985) and Cribari-Neto (2004); see MacKinnon (2012) for a
comprehensive review.

As is well known (e.g., Hayashi 2000, Proposition 2.1) under
assumptions (A1)–(A5),
√
n(β̂OLS − β)

d
−→ N


0,Avar(β̂OLS)


with Avar(β̂OLS) = Σ−1

xx ΩΣ
−1
xx . (4.1)

By assumptions (A2) and (A4) and the continuous mapping
theorem, n(X ′X)−1 is a consistent estimator ofΣ−1

xx . Therefore, the
problemof consistently estimatingAvar(β̂OLS) is reduced to finding
a consistent estimator Ω̂ of Ω . Inference for β can then be based
in the standard fashion on

AvarHC(β̂OLS) := n2(X ′X)−1Ω̂(X ′X)−1. (4.2)

For now, we focus on the case where the parameter of interest is
βk, for some 1 ≤ k ≤ K . The OLS estimator of βk is β̂k,OLS and its
HC standard error7 implied by (4.2) is

SEHC(β̂k,OLS) :=


1
n

AvarHC(β̂OLS)

k,k. (4.3)

Then, for example, a two-sided confidence interval for βk with
nominal level 1 − α is given by

β̂k,OLS ± tn−K ,1−α/2 · SEHC(β̂k,OLS), (4.4)

where tn−K ,1−α/2 denotes the 1−α/2 quantile of the t distribution
with n − K degrees of freedom.8 Alternatively, hypothesis tests of
the form H0 : βk = βk,0 can be based on the test statistic

β̂k,OLS − βk,0

SEHC(β̂k,OLS)

in conjunction with suitable quantiles of the tn−K distribution as
critical values.

As stated before, finding a consistent estimator of Avar(β̂OLS)
reduces to finding a consistent estimator of Ω in (4.2). There
exist five widely used such estimators in the literature, named
HC0–HC4. They are all of the sandwich form

Ω̂ :=
1
n
X ′Ψ̂ X with Ψ̂ := diag{ψ̂1, . . . , ψ̂n}. (4.5)

Therefore, to completely define one of the HC estimators, it is
sufficient to specify a typical element, ψ̂i, of the diagonal matrix
Ψ̂ . In doing so, let ε̂i denote the ith OLS residual given by

ε̂i := yi − x′

iβ̂OLS,

let hi denote the ith diagonal element of the ‘hat’ matrix H :=

X(X ′X)−1X ′, and let h̄ denote the grand mean of the {hi}
n
i=1. The

various HC estimators use the following specifications.

HC0 : ψ̂i := ε̂2i , (4.6)

HC1 : ψ̂i :=
n

n − K
· ε̂2i ,

HC2 : ψ̂i :=
ε̂2i

(1 − hi)
,

7 In our terminology, a standard error is an estimate of the standard deviation of
an estimator rather than the actual standard deviation of the estimator itself.
8 On asymptotic grounds, one could also use the 1−α/2 quantile of the standard

normal distribution instead. Taking the quantile from the tn−K distribution results
in somewhat more conservative inference in finite samples and is the standard
practice in statistical software packages.
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HC3 : ψ̂i :=
ε̂2i

(1 − hi)2
, and

HC4 : ψ̂i :=
ε̂2i

(1 − hi)δi
with δi := min


4 ,

hi

h̄


.

HC0 dates back to White (1980) but results in inference that
is generally liberal in small to moderate samples. HC1–HC3 are
various improvements suggested byMacKinnon andWhite (1985):
HC1 uses a global degrees-of-freedom adjustment, HC2 is based on
influential analysis, and HC3 approximates a jackknife estimator.
HC4 is a proposal by Cribari-Neto (2004) designed to also handle
observations xi with strong leverage.

Of the estimators HC0–HC3, the one that generally delivers
the most reliable finite-sample inference is HC3; for example,
see MacKinnon and White (1985), Long and Ervin (2000), Angrist
and Pischke (2009, Section 8.1), and MacKinnon (2012).9 It is
also the default option in several statistical software packages to
carry out HC estimation, such as in the R function vcov(); for
example, see Zeileis (2004). On the other hand, we are only aware
of a single simulation study evaluating the performance of the
HC4 estimator outside of Cribari-Neto (2004)10:MacKinnon (2012)
advises against the use of the HC4 estimator, since corresponding
inference can underreject severely and can lack power.

It is a characteristic feature of a HC standard error of the
form (4.2)–(4.3) that its variance is larger than the variance
of the conventional standard error based on the assumption of
conditional homoskedasticity:

SECO(β̂k,OLS) :=


s2

(X ′X)−1


k,k with s2 :=

1
n − K

n
i=1

ε̂2i . (4.7)

(A HC standard error as well as the conventional standard error are
functions of the data. They are therefore random variables and, in
particular, have a variance.) As a result, inference based on a HC
standard error tends to be liberal11 in small samples, especially
when there is no or only little conditional heteroskedasticity. These
facts have been demonstrated by Kauermann and Carroll (2001)
analytically and by Long and Ervin (2000), Kauermann and Carroll
(2001), Cribari-Neto (2004), andAngrist and Pischke (2009, Section
8.1), among others, via Monte Carlo studies.

We next turn to inference on βk based on the WLS estimator.
The textbook solution is to assume that v̂(·) is a consistent
estimator for the skedastic function v(·) and to then compute a
conventional standard error from the transformed data

ỹi :=
yi
v̂(xi)

and x̃i :=
xi
v̂(xi)

. (4.8)

More specifically,

SECO(β̂k,WLS) :=


s̃2

(X̃ ′X̃)−1


k,k

with s̃2 :=
1

n − K

n
i=1

ε̃2i and ε̃i := ỹi − x̃′

iβ̂WLS. (4.9)

The problem is that this standard error is incorrect when v̂(·)
is not a consistent estimator and, as a result, a confidence interval

9 The HC3 estimator does not uniformly deliver the most reliable finite-sample
inference. In some cases, theHC2 estimator is superior; see Chesher (1989), Chesher
and Austin (1991), and Chesher and Jewitt (1987) for theoretical reasons and
see MacKinnon (2012) for Monte Carlo evidence.
10 TheMonte Carlo study of Cribari-Neto (2004) considers only a single parametric
specification of the skedastic function v(·).
11 Meaning that confidence intervals tend to undercover and that hypothesis tests
tend to overreject under the null.
for βk based on the WLS estimator combined with this standard
error generally does not have correct coverage probability, even
asymptotically. In the absence of some divine information on the
skedastic function v(·), applied researchers cannot be confident
about having a consistent estimator v̂(·). Therefore, they have
rightfully shied away from the textbook inference based on the
WLS estimator. The safe ‘solution’ is to simply use the OLS
estimator combined with a HC standard error. This status quo in
applied economic research is succinctly summarized by Angrist
and Pischke (2010, p.10):

Robust standard errors, automated clustering, and larger sam-
ples have also taken the steam out of issues like heteroskedas-
ticity and serial correlation. A legacy ofWhite’s (1980) paper on
robust standard errors, one of the most highly cited from the
period, is the near death of generalized least squares in cross-
sectional applied work.12 In the interests of replicability, and
to reduce the scope for errors, modern applied researchers of-
ten prefer simpler estimators though they might be giving up
asymptotic efficiency.

In contrast, we side with Leamer (2010) who views conditional
heteroskedasticity as an opportunity, namely an opportunity
to construct more efficient estimators and to obtain shorter
confidence intervals by sensibly weighting the data. But such
benefits should not come at the expense of valid inference when
the model for the skedastic function is misspecified. To this end,
ironically, the same tool that (nearly) killed off the WLS estimator
can be used to resurrect it.

The proposal is simple and dates back to Wooldridge (2010,
2012): applied researchers should use the WLS estimator com-
binedwith a HC standard error. Doing so allows for valid inference,
under weak regularity conditions, even if the employed v̂(·) is not
a consistent estimator of the skedastic function v(·). Specifically,
theWLS estimator is the OLS estimator applied to the transformed
data (4.8). And, analogously, a corresponding HC standard error is
also obtained from these transformed data. In practice, the applied
researcher only has to transform the data and then do as he would
have done with the original data instead: run OLS and compute a
HC standard error.

Denote the HC standard error computed from the transformed
data by SEHC(β̂k,WLS). Then a confidence interval forβk based on the
WLS estimator is given by

β̂k,WLS ± tn−K ,1−α/2 · SEHC(β̂k,WLS). (4.10)

Remark 4.1 (Adaptive Least Squares;Remark3.1Continued). Should
a researcher prefer ALS for the estimation of β , he generally also
needs a corresponding method for making inference on β .

The method then is straightforward. If the ALS estimator is
equal to the OLS estimator, use the confidence interval (4.4). If the
ALS estimator is equal to the WLS estimator, use the confidence
interval (4.10).

Note that in this setting, the test for conditional heteroskedas-
ticity ‘determines’ the inference method but not in the way it has
been generally promoted in the literature to date: namely, always
use the OLS estimator and then base inference on a HC standard
error (4.3) if the test rejects and on the conventional standard er-
ror (4.7) otherwise. This practice is not recommended since, un-
der conditional heteroskedasticity, an invalid inference method
(based on the conventional standard error) will be chosen with
non-negligible probability in small to moderate samples because

12 For cross-sectional data, generalized least squares equates to weighted least
squares.
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the power of the test is not near one. As a result, the finite-sample
properties of this practice, under conditional heteroskedasticity,
are poor in small to moderate samples; for example, see Long and
Ervin (2000).

In contrast, our proposal does not incur such a problem, since
the pretest instead decides between two inference methods that
are both valid under conditional heteroskedasticity. �

So far, we have only discussed inference for a generic
component, βk, of β . The extension to more general inference
problems is straightforward and detailed in Appendix A.

Remark 4.2 (WLS in More General Contexts). Somewhat surpris-
ingly, the practice of using WLS in conjunction with HC stan-
dard errors is actually quite common in contexts more gen-
eral than linear models, such as generalized linear models, lon-
gitudinal data, and panel data. For example, see Kolev (2012),
Liang and Zeger (1986), Manning and Mullahy (2001), Papke and
Wooldridge (1996), Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006), Wooldridge
(2003, 2010), Zeger et al. (1988), and the references therein.

As a theoretical justification for such a practice, sometimes
Theorem 2 of Liang and Zeger (1986) is cited. But this theorem
lacks a precise statement of the underlying assumptions as well
as a rigorous proof. �

4.2. Consistent estimation of the limiting covariance matrix

We now consider estimating the unknown limiting covariance
matrix of the WLS estimator, which recalling (3.14) is given by

Ω−1
1/wΩv/w2Ω

−1
1/w,

where, again,w(·) := vθ0(·) and v(·) is the true skedastic function.
First,Ω1/w is estimated by

Ω̂1/w :=
X ′Ŵ−1X

n
=

X ′V−1
θ̂

X

n
. (4.11)

Second, we are left to consistently estimateΩv/w2 , whichwe recall
is just

Ωv/w2 = E


v(xi)
v2θ0(xi)

· xix′

i


= E


ε2i

v2θ0(xi)
· xix′

i


. (4.12)

Of course, by the law of large numbers,

1
n

n
i=1


ε2i

v2θ0(xi)
· xix′

i


P

−→ Ωv/w2 .

We do not know vθ0(xi), but it can be estimated by vθ̂ (xi).
In addition, we do not observe the true errors, but they can be
estimated by the residuals after some consistentmodel fit. So given
some consistent estimator β̂ , such as the ordinary least squares
estimator, define the ith residual by

ε̂i := yi − xiβ̂ = εi − x′

i(β̂ − β). (4.13)

The resulting estimator of (4.12) is then

Ω̂v/w2 :=
1
n

n
i=1


ε̂2i

v2
θ̂
(xi)

· xix′

i


. (4.14)

Furthermore, note that (3.10) implies that there exists a real-
valued function Rθ0(·) such that 1
v2θ (x)

−
1

v2θ0(x)

 ≤ Rθ0(x)|θ − θ0| (4.15)

for all θ in some small open ball around θ0 and all x in the domain
of the covariates.
Theorem 4.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Consider the
estimator Ω̂−1

1/wΩ̂v/w2Ω̂
−1
1/w , where Ω̂1/w is given in (4.11) and Ω̂v/w2

is given in (4.14). Then,

Ω̂−1
1/wΩ̂v/w2Ω̂

−1
1/w

P
−→ Ω−1

1/wΩv/w2Ω
−1
1/w, (4.16)

provided the following moment conditions are satisfied:

E

|xijxikxilxim/v2θ0(xi)|


< ∞, (4.17)

E

|xijxikxilεi/v2θ0(xi)|


< ∞, (4.18)

and

E

|xi|2ε2i Rθ0(xi)|] = E


|xi|2v(xi)Rθ0(xi)|


< ∞. (4.19)

4.3. Asymptotic validity of the inference methods

Asymptotic validity of the OLS-based inference methods
detailed in Section 4.1 is well established.

It is easy to see that the estimator Ω̂−1
1/wΩ̂v/w2Ω̂

−1
1/w is none

other than the HC0 described in (4.5) and (4.6). Of course,
having proven consistency of the HC0 estimator, consistency of
the HC1 estimator follows immediately. For motivations to use,
alternatively, the estimators HC2–HC4, see MacKinnon and White
(1985) and Cribari-Neto (2004). Being able to consistently estimate
the limiting covariance matrix of the WLS estimator results in
asymptotic validity of the WLS-based inference methods detailed
in Section 4.1.

We claim that under mild regularity conditions, the ALS
estimator has the same limiting distribution as the WLS estimator
specified in Theorem 3.1, which results in asymptotic validity
of the ALS-based inference methods detailed in Remark 4.1. In
addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, it is required that
the test of conditional heteroskedasticity is consistent against
any alternative in the parametric model specified for modeling
the skedastic function; that is, if vθ0(·) is not constant (with
probability one), then the test rejects with probability tending
to one. (Consistency is easily satisfied for the constructions we
propose in Section 3.2 as explained below in Remark 4.3.) Under
such regularity conditions, (3.14) holds with β̂WLS replaced by β̂ALS.

To appreciate why, there are two cases to consider. First,
consider the case where the limiting skedastic function vθ0(·) is
constant (with probability one). Since,
√
n(β̂ALS − β) =

√
n(β̂ALS − β̂WLS)+

√
n(β̂WLS − β),

in order to show that β̂ALS and β̂WLS have the same limiting
distribution, it suffices (by Slutsky’s Theorem) to show that
√
n(β̂ALS − β̂WLS)

P
−→ 0. (4.20)

But the left-hand side of (4.20) either is zero (namely, when the
test for conditional heteroskedasticity rejects) or it is equal to
√
n(β̂OLS − β̂WLS) (namely, when the test fails to reject). Hence,

√
n|β̂ALS − β̂WLS| ≤

√
n|β̂OLS − β̂WLS|, (4.21)

where the right-hand side tends to zero in probability by
combining (3.15) with the fact that we are in the first case where
vθ0(·) is constant (with probability one).

In the second casewhere vθ0(·) is not constant (with probability
one), OLS and WLS will be asymptotically different. But since by
our assumptions the ALS estimator is based on a consistent test, it
follows that β̂WLS = β̂ALS with probability tending to one, and so
the two estimators again have the same limiting distribution.

It is important to note that the argument applies even to a
scenario where the true skedastic function is not constant but for
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which vθ0(·) is constant (with probability one). That is, the test
for conditional heteroskedasticity need not be consistent against
the true form of heteroskedasticity (because the test may be only
consistent against the specified forms used in the parametric
model or heteroskedasticity); consequently, vθ0(·)maybe constant
and then the limiting behavior of the ALS estimator follows from
the first case above.

Remark 4.3 (Consistent Tests for Conditional Heteroskedasticity). For
the parametric specifications of vθ (·) suggested in Section 3.2,
consistency of tests for conditional heteroskedasticity is easily
achieved. Indeed, consider the specifications (3.4), (3.5), and (3.7).
If vθ0(·) is not constant, then there exists at least one entry of
θ0 other than the first entry that is different from zero; see Re-
mark 3.3. Therefore, in OLS regressions of the type (3.6) or (3.8), the
value of the R2 statistic will be bounded away from zero in prob-
ability and the value of the test statistic for the test of conditional
heteroskedasticity –which is given by nR2 –will exceed the critical
value of the test with probability tending to one. �

5. Monte Carlo study

5.1. Basic set-up

We consider the simple regression model

yi = β1 + β2xi + εi, (5.1)

based on an i.i.d. sample

(yi, xi)

n
i=1. In our design, xi ∼ U[1, 4]

and

εi :=


v(xi) · zi, (5.2)

where zi ∼ N(0, 1), and zi is independent of xi. The sample size is
n ∈ {20, 50, 100}. The parameter of interest is β2.

When generating the data, we consider four parametric
specifications for the skedastic function v(·). First, v(·) is a power
function:

v(x) = xγ , with γ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4}. (5.3)

This specification includes conditional homoskedasticity for the
choice γ = 0. Second, v(·) is a power of the log function:

v(x) =

log(x)

γ
, with γ ∈ {2, 4}. (5.4)

Third, v(·) is the exponential of a second-degree polynomial:

v(x) = exp(γ x + γ x2), with γ ∈ {0.1, 0.15}. (5.5)

Fourth, v(·) is a power of a step function:

v(x) =

1γ , 1 ≤ x < 2
2γ , 2 ≤ x < 3
3γ , 3 ≤ x ≤ 4

, with γ ∈ {1, 2}. (5.6)

The four specifications are graphically displayed in Figs. C.1–C.4.
Note that for ease of interpretation, we actually plot

√
v(x) as

a function, since
√
v(x) corresponds to the conditional standard

deviation and thus lives on the same scale as x.
The first parametric model used for estimating the skedastic

function is

vθ (x) = exp

ν + γ log x


, with θ := (ν, γ )′, (5.7)

that is, model (3.4) in the special case of a univariate regression
(with a strictly positive stochastic regressor). The model assumed
for the skedastic function is correctly specified in (5.3) (with ν = 0)
and it is misspecified in (5.4)–(5.6). We estimate ν and γ from the
data by the OLS regression

log

max(δ2, ε̂2i )


= ν + γ log xi + ui, (5.8)
where the ε̂i are theOLS residuals of (5.1) and δ is chosen as δ = 0.1
throughout. The resulting estimator of (ν, γ ) is denoted by (ν̂, γ̂ ).
WLS is then based on

v̂(x) := exp(ν̂ + γ̂ log x). (5.9)

The second parametric model used for estimating the skedastic
function is

vθ (x) = exp

ν + γ x


, with θ := (ν, γ )′, (5.10)

that is, model (3.7) in the special case of a univariate regression.
We estimate ν and γ from the data by the OLS regression

log

max(δ2, ε̂2i )


= ν + γ xi + ui, (5.11)

where the ε̂i are theOLS residuals of (5.1) and δ is chosen as δ = 0.1
throughout. The resulting estimator of (ν, γ ) is denoted by (ν̂, γ̂ ).
WLS is then based on

v̂(x) := exp(ν̂ + γ̂ x). (5.12)

We also tried out two linear specifications. On the one hand, we
tried the model

vθ (x) = ν + γ x,

that is, model (3.5) in the special case of a univariate regression
(with a strictly positive stochastic regressor). On the other hand,
we tried the more general model

vθ (x) = ν + γ1x + γ2x2.

Both these models did not perform very well and were thus
excluded from the study in the end to save space.13

5.2. Estimation

We consider the following five estimators of β2.

• OLS: the OLS estimator.
• WLS-S1: the WLS estimator based on v̂(·) given by (5.9).
• ALS-S1: the corresponding ALS estimator of Remark 3.1, with

significance level α = 0.1 in the test for conditional
heteroskedasticity.

• WLS-S2: the WLS estimator based on v̂(·) given by (5.12).
• ALS-S2: the corresponding ALS estimator of Remark 3.1, with

significance level α = 0.1 in the test for conditional
heteroskedasticity.

The performance measure is the empirical mean squared error
(eMSE). For a generic estimator β̃2 of β2, it is defined as

eMSE(β̃2) :=
1
B

B
b=1

(β̃2,b − β2)
2,

where B denotes the number of Monte Carlo repetitions and β̃2,b

denotes the outcome of β̃2 in the bth repetition. The simulations
are based on B = 50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions. Without loss of
generality, we set (β1, β2) = (0, 0)when generating the data.

The results are presented in Tables C.1–C.2 and can be
summarized as follows.

• As expected, in the case of conditional homoskedasticity – that
is, in specification (5.3) with γ = 0 – OLS is more efficient than
WLS. But the differences are not large and decreasing in n. In the
worst case, the ratio of the two eMSEs (WLS/OLS) is only 1.12.

13 The two linear models performed similar to the two exponential models
(5.9) and (5.12) under conditional homoskedasticity but performed worse under
conditional heteroskedasticity.
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• When there is conditional heteroskedasticity, WLS is generally
more efficient than OLS. Only when the degree of conditional
heteroskedasticity is low and the sample size is small (n = 20)
can OLS be more efficient, though the differences are always
small.

• When the degree of conditional heteroskedasticity is high and
the sample size is large, the differences between OLS and WLS
can be vast, namely, the ratio of the eMSEs (WLS/OLS) can be as
low as 0.25.

• ALS sacrifices some of the efficiency gains of WLS under
conditional heteroskedasticity, especially when the sample size
is small. On the other hand, it is closer to the performance of OLS
under conditional homoskedasticity.

• The previous statements hold true even when the model used
to estimate the skedastic function is misspecified.

• On the whole, the two parametric models (5.7) and (5.10)
for estimating the skedastic function – that is, WLS-S1 versus
WLS-S2 and ALS-S1 versus ALS-S2 – perform about equally
well: The first model is somewhat better under specification
(5.4); the secondmodel is somewhat better under specification
(5.5); and there is no noticeable difference under the other two
specifications.

In sum, using WLS offers possibilities of large improvements over
OLS in terms of mean squared error while incurring only modest
downside risk; ASL constitutes an attractive compromise between
WLS and OLS.

Remark 5.1 (Nonnormal Error Terms). To save space, we only
report results when the distribution of the zi in (5.2) is standard
normal. However, we carried out additional simulations changing
this distribution to a t-distribution with five degrees of freedom
(scaled to have variance one) and a chi-squared distribution with
five degrees of freedom (centered and scaled to have variance one).
In both cases, the numbers for eMSEs increase compared to the
normal distribution but the corresponding ratios of the WLS and
ALS estimators to the OLS estimator remain virtually unchanged.
Therefore, the preceding summary statements appear robust to
nonnormality of the error terms. �

Remark 5.2 (Failure of Assumption (A.6’)). The scheme (5.2)
to generate the error terms εi satisfies assumption (A6’) of
Remark 3.7. Therefore, even the two specifications (5.7) and (5.10)
guarantee that WLS and ALS are asymptotically as efficient as OLS
under conditional homoskedasticity; see Remark 3.7.

To study the impact of the failure of (A6’) on the finite-
sample performance under conditional homoskedasticity, we also
consider error terms of the following form in specification (5.4)
with γ = 0:

εi :=

zi,1 if xi < 2, where zi,1 ∼ N(0, 1),
zi,2 if 2 ≤ xi < 3, where zi,2 ∼ t∗5 , and
zi,3 if 3 ≤ xi < 4, where zi,3 ∼ χ

2,∗
5 .

(5.13)

Here, t∗5 denotes a t-distribution with five degrees of freedom
(scaled to have variance one) and χ2,∗

5 denotes a chi-squared
distribution with five degrees of freedom (centered and scaled to
have variance one). The results are presented at the bottom of
Table C.1. It can be seen that even if assumption (A.6’) does not
hold, the efficiency loss of WLS and ALS compared to OLS under
conditional homoskedasticity may still tend to zero as the sample
size tends to infinity even if the parametric model for estimating
the skedastic function is not of the linear form (3.5). �

Remark 5.3 (Choice of δ in the Estimation of the Skedastic Func-
tion).Our theoretical results are based on the use of a small positive
constant δ in regressions of the kind (5.8) and (5.11) to estimate the
skedastic function. One might wonder whether the resulting trun-
cation of squaredOLS residuals is actually useful in practice aswell,
since no truncation (that is, the choice δ = 0) may appear more
natural. We therefore contrast the choice δ = 0 with our choice
δ = 0.1 in Table C.3; The results are for the sample size n = 20
and the parametric model (5.10).14 There are 20 comparisons alto-
gether, ten for WLS (δ = 0 versus δ = 0.1) and ten for ALS (δ = 0
versus δ = 0.1). Out of these 20, there is single comparison where
the choice δ = 0 is better, though only barely. In the remaining
19 comparisons, the choice δ = 0.1 is better, and often by quite
a bit; actually, the biggest differences can be observed in the case
of conditional homoskedasticity. Therefore, using a positive value
of δ is not only necessary for our theoretical results but also appears
useful in practice. �

5.3. Inference

We next study the finite-sample performance of the following
five confidence intervals for β2.

• OLS: the interval (4.4).
• WLS-S1: the interval (4.10) based on v̂(·) given by (5.9).
• ALS-S1: the corresponding ALS interval of Remark 4.1 which

is equal to either interval (4.4) or interval (4.10). The test for
conditional heteroskedasticity uses the significance level α =

0.1.
• WLS-S2: the interval (4.10) based on v̂(·) given by (5.12).
• ALS-S2: the corresponding ALS interval of Remark 4.1 which

is equal to either interval (4.4) or interval (4.10). The test for
conditional heteroskedasticity uses the significance level α =

0.1.

There are two performance measures: first, the empirical
coverage probability of a confidence interval with nominal
confidence level 1−α = 95%; and second, the ratio of the average
length of a confidence interval over the average length of OLS. (By
construction, this ratio is independent of the nominal level.) Again,
the simulations are based on B = 50,000 Monte Carlo replications.
Again, without loss of generality, we set (β1, β2) = (0, 0) when
generating the data.

The results are presented in Tables C.4–C.5 and can be
summarized as follows.

• The coverage properties of all five intervals are at least
satisfactory. Nevertheless, the WLS and ALS intervals tend to
undercover somewhat for small sample sizes.

• Although there are only minor differences in terms of coverage,
at least for moderate to large sample sizes, there can be major
differences in terms of average length. On average, WLS and
ALS are never longer than OLS-HC but they can be dramatically
shorter in the presence of strong conditional heteroskedasticity
and in extreme cases only about half as long.

• The previous statements hold true even when the model used
to estimate the skedastic function is misspecified.

• On the whole, the two parametric models (5.7) and (5.10) for
estimating the skedastic function – that is, WLS-S1 versusWLS-
S2 and ALS-S1 versus ALS-S2 – perform about equally well:
The first model is somewhat better in terms of average length
under specification (5.4); the secondmodel is somewhat better
in terms of average length under specification (5.5); and there
is no noticeable difference in terms of average length under the
other two specifications. There is no noticeable difference in
terms of coverage properties under all four specifications.

14 The results are qualitatively similar for other sample sizes and the parametric
model (5.7).
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In sum, confidence intervals based onWLS or ALS offer possibilities
of large improvements over OLS in terms of expected length.
This benefit does not come at any noticeable expense in terms of
inferior coverage properties, at least for moderate to large sample
sizes. For small sample sizes, WLS and ALS tend to undercover
somewhat. This deficiency might be mitigated by the use of the
bootstrap, a topic that is under current investigation.

Remark 5.4 (Nonnormal Error Terms). To save space, we only
report results when the distribution of the zi in (5.2) is standard
normal. However, we carried out additional simulations changing
this distribution to a t-distribution with five degrees of freedom
(scaled to have variance one) and a chi-squared distribution with
five degrees of freedom (centered and scaled to have variance one).

For the case of the t-distribution, empirical coverage probabili-
ties generally slightly increase; for the case of the chi-squared dis-
tribution, they decrease and can fall below 92% for small sample
sizes in some instances. Nevertheless, OLS continues to have com-
parable coverage performance to WLS and ALS, at least for moder-
ate to large sample sizes.

Furthermore, in both cases, the ratios of average lengths remain
virtually unchanged compared to the normal distribution.

Therefore, the preceding summary statements appear to be
generally robust to nonnormality of the error terms. �

Remark 5.5 (Hypothesis Tests). By the well-understood duality
between confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, we can gain
the following insights. Hypothesis tests on βk based on WLS or
ALS offer possibilities of large improvements over hypothesis tests
based on OLS in terms of power. This benefit does not come at any
noticeable expense in terms of elevated null rejection probabilities,
at least for moderate to large sample sizes. �

5.4. Data generating process based on a real-life example

We also consider a data generating process (DGP) based on a
real-life example.15 To this end we revisit the well-known data set
of Boston housing priceswhich can be found inWooldridge (2012),
for example.16 This cross-sectional data set from 1970 contains
506 observations from communities in the Boston area. The aim is
to explain (the log of) themedian housing price in a community by
means of the level of air pollution, the average number of rooms
per house and other community characteristics. The variables (one
response and four explanatory) used in the regressionmodel under
consideration are as follows:
log(price): log of median housing price (in US$)
log(nox): log of nitrogen oxide in the air (in parts per million)
log(dist): log of weighted distance from five employment

centers (in miles)
rooms: average number of rooms per house
stratio: average student–teacher ratio.

Needless to say, we also include the constant as a regressor;
consequently, the dimension of β is K = 5. This particular
model follows an example from Wooldridge (2012, p.132); the
corresponding results based on OLS estimation are presented in
Table C.6.

Since the true functional form of conditional heteroskedasticity
is unknown, we generate artificial data via the wild bootstrap,
thereby mimicking the true functional form in a non-parametric
fashion:

15 We thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion.
16 The data set is available at http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/
datasets.list.html under the name HPRICE2.
• Denote the OLS estimator of β by β̂OLS and the corresponding
residuals by ε̂OLS,i.

• Compute standardized residuals as

ε̂ST,i :=
ε̂OLS,i

√
1 − hi

,

where hi denotes the ith diagonal element of the ‘hat’ matrix
H := X(X ′X)−1X ′.17

• Let {ui}
506
i=1 be a univariate i.i.d. sample from a distribution with

mean zero and variance one.
• Let x∗

i := xi and let y∗

i := x′

iβ̂OLS + ε̂ST,i · ui (i = 1, . . . , 506).
• The artificial data set is then given by


(y∗

i , (x
∗

i )
′)
506
i=1.

In this way, the true value of β for the artificial data is β̂OLS.
For the distribution of the multipliers ui we use the standard
normal distribution. Again, we use the value δ = 0.1 in the
regressions (3.6) and (3.8) to estimate the skedastic function. As
before, we use 50,000 Mote Carlo repetitions.

The results concerning estimation are presented in Table C.7
and the results concerning inference are presented in Table C.8.
Again, WLS-S1 corresponds to specification (3.4) while WLS-S2
corresponds to specification (3.7). Note that we only present
results for WLS, since the results for ALS are identical for each
specification.18

It can be seen that, throughout, WLS leads to more precise
estimation as well as to confidence intervals with reduced
average length compared to OLS. (Reduced average length of
WLS confidence intervals does not come at the expense of
undercoverage though, as all empirical coverage probabilities are
very close to the nominal level 95%.) In many cases, the efficiency
gains ofWLS over OLS are substantial: on the one hand, the ratio of
the eMSEs (WLS/OLS) can be as low as 0.5; on the other hand, the
ratio of average lengths (WLS/OLS) can be as low as 0.72.

It also can be seen that for this DGP, specification (3.4) performs
somewhat better than specification (3.7); however, the order may
be well be reversed for other real-life DGPs.

6. Variations and extensions

We briefly discuss a few natural variations and extensions to
the proposed methodology.
• In this paper, we have focused on standard inference based on

asymptotic normality of an estimator coupled with an estimate
of the limiting covariance matrix. An anticipated criticism is
that, by trying to estimate the true skedastic function, increased
error in finite samples may result. But, increased efficiency
results in shorter confidence intervals. If coverage error were
too high in finite samples, which our simulations indicate
may be the case for small sample sizes, the conclusion should
not be to abandon weighted least squares, but to consider
alternative inferencemethods that offer improved higher-order
asymptotic accuracy (and thus translate to improved finite-
sample performance). For example, one can consider bootstrap
methods. In our setting, such inference would correspond
to using the WLS estimator in combination with either the
pairs bootstrap dating back to Freedman (1981) or the wild
bootstrap dating back to Mammen (1993), since these two
bootstrap methods are appropriate for regression models that
allow for conditional heteroskedasticity; recent comparisons
for OLS estimation are provided in Flachaire (2005); Davidson
and Flachaire (2008), and MacKinnon (2012).

17 The use of standardized residuals in the wild bootstrap is common practice; for
example, see MacKinnon (2012).
18 This is because the pretest for conditional heteroskedasticity rejects always, so
that ALS is equal to WLS always.

http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/data/wooldridge/datasets.list.html
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As an alternative to bootstrapping, one can consider higher-
order accuracy by using Edgeworth expansions, as studied
in Hausman and Palmer (2012). It is beyond the scope of this
paper to establish the asymptotic validity of such schemes
applied to WLS and to study their finite-sample performance.
Consequently, we leave such topics for future research.

• In this paper, we have focused on the case of a stochastic
design matrix X , which is the relevant case for economic
applications. Alternatively, it would be possible handle the case
of a nonstochastic design matrix X , assuming certain regularity
conditions on the asymptotic behavior of X , such as in Amemiya
(1985, Section 3.5).

• Our goal in the present work is to primarily offer enough
evidence to change the current practice by showing that
improvements offered byweighted least squares are nontrivial.
A more ambitious goal would be to estimate the skedastic
function v(·) in a nonparametric fashion. For example, one
could use a sieve of parametric models by allowing the number
of covariates used in the modeling of v(·) to increase with n. Of
course, nonparametric smoothing techniques could be used as
well. The hopewould be further gains in efficiency,which ought
to be possible.

• It would be of interest to have an estimation scheme that
guarantees that the asymptotic covariance matrix of the
estimator is not larger than the asymptotic covariance matrix
of the OLS estimator no matter what is the nature of the true
skedastic function v(·). There are two promising venues to
come up with such a scheme. First, one can try to estimate
v(·) in a nonparametric fashion, as outlined in the previous
bullet point. Second, when one uses a parametric model vθ (·)
to estimate the skedastic function, one has to allow for the
possibility that v(·) is not contained in the model; in such a
case it might be possible to base the scheme on a convex linear
combination of the OLS estimator and the WLS estimator. Both
venues are beyond the scope of the current paper.

• It would be of interest to extend the proposed methodology
to the context of instrumental variables (IV) regression. HC
inference of the HC0–HC1 type based on two-stage least
squares (2SLS) estimation is already standard; for example,
see Hayashi (2000, Section 3.5). On the other hand, improved
HC inference of the HC2–HC3 type is still in its infancy; for
example, see Steinhauer and Würgler (2010). To the best of
our knowledge, weighted two-stage least squares (W2SLS)
estimation has not been considered at all yet in the context of
IV regressions. Therefore, this topic is also beyond the scope of
the current paper.

7. Conclusion

As the amount of data collected is ever growing, the statistical
toolbox of applied researchers is ever expanding. Nevertheless, it
can be safely assumed that linear models will remain an important
part of the econometrics toolbox for a long time to come.

Most textbook treatments of linear models start with an as-
sumption of conditional homoskedasticity, that is, an assumption
that the conditional variance of the error term is constant. Under
such an assumption, one should estimate model parameters by or-
dinary least squares (OLS), as doing so is efficient. Unfortunately,
the real world is plagued by conditional heteroskedasticity, since
the conditional variance often depends on the explanatory vari-
ables. In such a setting, OLS is no longer efficient. If the true func-
tional form of the conditional variance (that is, the skedastic func-
tion) were known, efficient estimators of model parameters could
be constructed by properly weighting the data (using the inverse
of square root of the skedastic function) and running OLS on the
weighted data set. Of course, the true skedastic function is rarely
known. In the olden days, applied researchers resorted to weight-
ing the data based on an estimate of the skedastic function, result-
ing in the weighted least squares (WLS) estimator.

Under conditional heteroskedasticity, textbook inference based
the OLS estimator can be misleading. But the same is true
for textbook inference based on the WLS estimator, unless
the model for estimating the skedastic function is correctly
specified. These shortcomings have motivated the development
of heteroskedasticity-consistent (HC) standard errors for the
OLS estimator. Such standard errors ensure the (asymptotic)
validity of inference based on the OLS estimator in the presence
of conditional heteroskedasticity of unknown form. Over time,
applied researchers have by and large adopted this practice,
causing WLS to have become extinct for all practical purposes.

In this paper, we promote the program of using HC standard
errors for the WLS estimator instead. This program ensures
(asymptotic) validity of inference based on the WLS estimator
even when the model for estimating the skedastic function is
misspecified; we are the first to provide rigorous proofs for this
fact under reasonable assumptions. The benefits of the program in
the presence of noticeable conditional heteroskedasticity are two-
fold. First, usingWLS generally results inmore efficient estimation.
Second, HC inference based onWLS has more attractive properties
in the sense that confidence intervals for model parameters tend
to be shorter and hypothesis tests tend to be more powerful. We
provide extensive numerical evidence for these facts by means of
Monte Carlo simulations. The price to pay for using WLS is some
efficiency loss compared to OLS results in small samples in the
textbook setting of conditional homoskedasticity.

As a bonus, we propose a new adaptive least squares (ALS)
estimator, where a pretest on conditional homoskedasticity is used
in order to decide whether to weight the data (that is, to use WLS)
or not (that is, to use OLS). Crucially, in either case, one uses HC
standard errors so that (asymptotically) valid inference is ensured.

Having no longer to live in fear of invalid inference, applied
researchers should rediscover their long-lost friend, the WLS
estimator; or get acquainted with its new companion, the ALS
estimator. The benefits over their current company, the OLS
estimator, can be substantial.
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Appendix A. More general inference problems

A.1. Inference for a linear combination

Generalize the parameter of interest from a component βk to
a linear combination a′β , where a ∈ RK is vector specifying the
linear combination of interest. The OLS estimator of a′β is a′β̂OLS. A
HC standard error is given by

SEHC(a′β̂OLS) :=


1
n
a′
AvarHC(β̂OLS)


a,

where AvarHC(β̂OLS) is as described in Section 4.1. The conventional
standard error is given by

SECO(a′β̂OLS) :=


s2a′


(X ′X)−1


a

with s2 :=
1

n − K

2
i=1

ε̂2i and ε̂i := yi − x′

iβ̂OLS.
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TheWLS estimator of a′β is a′β̂WLS. A HC standard error is given by

SEHC(a′β̂WLS) :=


1
n
a′
AvarHC(β̂WLS)


a,

where AvarHC(β̂WLS) is as described in Section 4.1. The conven-
tional standard error is given by

SECO(a′β̂WLS) :=


s̃2a′


(X̃ ′X̃)−1


a

with s̃2 :=
1

n − K

2
i=1

ε̃2i and ε̃i := ỹi − x̃′

iβ̂WLS.

From here on, the extension of the inference methods for βk
discussed in Section 4.1 to inference methods for a′β is clear.

A.2. Testing a set of linear restrictions

Consider testing a set of linear restrictions on β of the form

H0 : Rβ = r,

where R ∈ Rp×K is matrix of full row rank specifying p ≤ K linear
combinations of interest and r ∈ Rp is a vector specifying their
respective values under the null.

A HC Wald statistic based on the OLS estimator is given by

WHC(β̂OLS) :=
n
p

· (Rβ̂OLS − r)′

R AvarHC(β̂OLS)R′

−1
(Rβ̂OLS − r)

and its conventional counterpart is given by

WCO(β̂OLS) :=
n
ps2

· (Rβ̂OLS − r)′

R(X ′X)−1R′

−1
(Rβ̂OLS − r).

A HCWald statistic based on the WLS estimator is given by

WHC(β̂WLS) :=
n
p

· (Rβ̂WLS − r)′

R AvarHC(β̂WLS)R′

−1
(Rβ̂WLS − r)

and its conventional counterpart is given by

WCO(β̂WLS) :=
n
ps2

· (Rβ̂WLS − r)′

R(X̃ ′X̃)−1R′

−1
(Rβ̂WLS − r).

For a generic Wald statistic W , the corresponding p-value is
obtained as

PV (W ) := Prob{F ≥ W̃ }, where F ∼ Fp,n.

Here, Fp,n denotes the F distribution with p and n degrees of
freedom.

HC inference based on theOLS estimator reports PV (WHC(β̂OLS))
while HC inference based on the WLS estimator reports PV (WHC

(β̂WLS)).

Appendix B. Mathematical results

B.1. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Replacing y by Xβ+ε in the definition of β̂W
in (3.9) yields

√
n(β̂W − β) =


X ′W−1X

n

−1 X ′W−1ε
√
n

. (B.1)

By Slutsky’s Theorem, the proof consists in showing

X ′W−1X
n

P
−→ Ω1/w (B.2)

and

X ′W−1ε

n1/2
d

−→ N(0,Ωv/w2). (B.3)
To show (B.2), its left side has (j, k) element given by

1
n

n
i=1

xijxik
w(xi)

P
−→ E


x1jx1k
w(x1)


,

by the law of large numbers. To show (B.3), first note that

E(X ′W−1ε) = E

X ′W−1E(ε|X)


= 0

by assumption (A3). Furthermore, X ′W−1ε is a sum of i.i.d. random
vectors xi · εi/w(xi) with common covariance matrix having (j, k)
element

Cov


x1jε1
w(x1)

,
x1kε1
w(x1)


= E


x1jx1kε21
w2(x1)


= E


x1jx1k
w2(x1)

E(ε21|x1)


= E

x1,jx1kv(x1)
w2(x1)


.

Thus, each vector xi · εi/w(xi) has covariance matrix Ωv/w2 .
Therefore, by the multivariate Central Limit Theorem, (B.3)
holds. �

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let W be the diagonal matrix with (i, i)
element vθ0(xi). Similarly to (B.1), we have

√
n(β̂WLS − β) =


X ′Ŵ−1X

n

−1
X ′Ŵ−1ε

√
n

. (B.4)

First, we show that

X ′Ŵ−1ε
√
n

−
X ′W−1ε

√
n

P
−→ 0. (B.5)

Even though the assumptions imply that Ŵ and W are close, one
needs to exercise some care, as the dimension of these matrices
increases with the sample size n. The left-hand side of (B.5) is

X ′(Ŵ−1
− W−1)ε

√
n

= n−1/2
n

i=1

xi · εi


1

vθ̂ (xi)
−

1
vθ0(xi)


= A + B,

where

A := n−1/2
n

i=1

xiεirθ0(xi)(θ̂ − θ0), (B.6)

and, with probability tending to one, B is a vector with jth
component satisfying

|Bj| ≤
1
2
n−1/2

|θ̂ − θ0|
2

n
i=1

|xijεisθ0(xi)|. (B.7)

The jth component of A is

n−1/2
n

i=1

xijεi
K

l=1

rθ0,l(xi)(θ̂l − θ0,l).

So to show A = oP(1), it suffices to show that, for each j and l,

(θ̂l − θ0,l)n−1/2
n

i=1

xijεirθ0,l(xi)
P

−→ 0.

The first factor (θ̂−θ0,l) = oP(1), and so it suffices to show that

n−1/2
n

i=1

xi,jεirθ0,l(xi) = OP(1).
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The terms in this sum are i.i.d. random variables with mean zero
and finite second moments, where finite second moments follow
from (3.12), and so this normalized sum converges in distribution
to a multivariate normal distribution. Therefore, A = oP(1). To
show |B| = oP(1), write the right-hand side of (B.7) as

1
2

√
n|θ̂ − θ0|

2 1
n

n
i=1

|xijεisθ0(xi)|. (B.8)

The first factor
√
n|θ̂ − θ0|

2
= oP(1) by assumption while the

average of the i.i.d. variables |xijεisθ0(xi)| obeys the law of large
numbers by the moment assumption (3.13). Thus, |B| = oP(1) also
and (B.5) holds.

Next, we show that

X ′Ŵ−1X
n

−
X ′W−1X

n
P

−→ 0. (B.9)

To this end simply write (B.9) as

X ′(Ŵ−1
− W−1)X
n

=
1
n


i

xix′

i


1

vθ̂ (xi)
−

1
vθ0(xi)


,

and then use the differentiability assumption as above (which is
even easier now because one only needs to invoke the law of large
numbers and not the central limit theorem). It now also follows by
the limit (B.2) and the fact that the limitingmatrix there is positive
definite that

X ′Ŵ−1X
n

−1

−


X ′W−1X

n

−1
P

−→ 0. (B.10)

Then, the convergences (B.5) and (B.10) are enough to show that
the right-hand side of (B.4) satisfies
X ′Ŵ−1X

n

−1
X ′Ŵ−1ε

√
n

−


X ′W−1X

n

−1 X ′W−1ε
√
n

P
−→ 0

just by making simple use of the equality

âb̂ − ab = â(b̂ − b)+ (â − a)b.

Finally, Slutsky’s theorem yields the result. �

Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, the estimator (4.11) is consistent
because of (B.2) and (B.9). To analyze (4.14), we first consider the
behavior of this estimator with vθ̂ (·) replaced by the fixed vθ0(·),
but retaining the residuals (instead of the true error terms). From
(4.13) it follows that

ε̂2i = ε2i − 2(β̂ − β)′xi · εi + (β̂ − β)′xi · x′

i(β̂ − β).

Then, multiplying the last expression by xix′

i/v
2
θ0
(xi) and averaging

over i yields

1
n

n
i=1


ε̂2i

v2θ0(xi)
· xix′

i


−

1
n

n
i=1


ε2i

v2θ0(xi)
· xix′

i


= Cn + Dn, (B.11)

where

Cn := −
2
n

n
i=1

xix′

i · (β̂ − β)′xi · εi/v2θ0(xi)

and

Dn :=
1
n

n
i=1

xix′

i · (β̂ − β)′xix′

i(β̂ − β)/v2θ0(xi).
The first goal is to show both Cn and Dn tend to zero in probability.
The (j, k) term in the matrix Dn is given by

Dn(j, k) =
1
n

n
i=1

xijxik
K

l=1

(β̂l − βl)xil
K

m=1

(β̂m − βm)xim/v2θ0(xi).

Thus, it suffices to show that, for each j, k, l, andm,

(β̂l − βl)(β̂m − βm)
1
n

n
i=1

xijxikxilxim/v2θi(xi)
P

−→ 0. (B.12)

But (β̂l − βl)(β̂m − βm)
P

−→ 0 and the average on the right-
hand side of (B.12) satisfies the law of large numbers under the
assumption of the fourth-moment condition (4.17) and thus tends
to something finite in probability. Therefore, (B.12) holds and so
Dn

P
−→ 0.
Next, we show Cn

P
−→ 0. But (−1/2) times the (j, k) term of Cn

is given by

1
n

n
i=1

xijxik
K

l=1

(β̂l − βl)xilεi/v2θ0(xi).

So, it suffices to show that, for each j, k, and l,

(β̂l − βl)
1
n

n
i=1

xijxikxilεi/v2θ0(xi)
P

−→ 0. (B.13)

But (β̂l − βl)
P

−→ 0 and the average on the right-hand side of
(B.13) satisfies the law of large numbers under the assumption of
the fourth-moment condition (4.18) and thus tends to something
finite in probability. Therefore, Cn

P
−→ 0.

In summary, what we have shown so far is that (B.11) tends to
zero in probability. Thus, the proof of consistency will be complete
if we can show that also

1
n

n
i=1


ε2i

v2
θ̂
(xi)

· xix′

i


−

1
n

n
i=1


ε2i

v2θ0(xi)
· xix′

i


P

−→ 0. (B.14)

By property (4.15) of the function Rθ0(·), the left-hand-side of
(B.14) has (j, k) component that can be bounded by the absolute
value of

|θ̂ − θ0|
1
n

n
i=1

xijxikε2i Rθ0(xi). (B.15)

But (θ̂ − θ0)
P

−→ 0 and the average in (B.15) obeys the law of
large numbers under the moment condition (4.19) and thus tends
to something finite in probability. Therefore, (B.14) holds. �

B.2. Verification of assumptions for the parametric specification vθ (·)

The main theorems assume the family vθ (·) leads to a θ̂
satisfying (3.11). Assume the family vθ (·) is of the exponential form
(which is slightly more general than both (3.4) and (3.7))

vθ (x) := exp


d

j=1

θjgj(x)


, (B.16)

where θ = (θ1, . . . , θd)
′ and g(x) = (g1(x), . . . , gd(x))′. It is tacitly

assumed that g1(x) = 1 to ensure that this specification nests the
case of conditional homoskedasticity. Fix δ > 0 and let hδ(ε) :=

log

max(δ2, ε2)


. The estimator θ̂ is obtained by regressing the

residuals ε̂i, or more precisely hδ(ε̂i) on g(xi). Before analyzing the
behavior of θ̂ , we first consider θ̃ , which is obtained by regressing
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hδ(εi) on g(xi). (Needless to say, we do not know the εi, but we
can view θ̃ as an oracle ‘estimator’.) As argued in Hayashi (2000,
Section 2.9), θ̃ is a consistent estimator of

θ0 :=

E(g(xi)g(xi)′)

−1E

g(xi) · hδ(εi)


.

To show that θ̃ is moreover
√
n-consistent, note that θ̃ = L−1

n mn,
where Ln is the d × d matrix

Ln :=
1
n

n
i=1

g(xi)g(xi)′

andmn is the d × 1 vector

mn :=
1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · hδ(εi).

Since Ln is an average of i.i.d. randommatrices, it is a
√
n-consistent

estimator of

L := E

g(xi)g(xi)′


(under the assumption of finite second moments of products and
invertibility of L), and in fact is asymptotically multivariate normal
as well.19 Similarly,

√
n(mn − m) is asymptotically multivariate

normal under moment conditions, where

m := E

g(xi) · hδ(εi)


.

But, if Ln and mn are each
√
n-consistent estimators of L and m,

respectively, it is easy to see that θ̃ = Ln · mn is a
√
n-consistent

estimator of L · m = θ0.20
However, our algorithm uses the residuals ε̂i after an OLS fit

of yi on xi, rather than the true errors εi. So, we must argue that
the difference between θ̃ above and θ̂ obtained when using the
residuals is of order oP(n−1/4), whichwould then verify (3.11). Note
that θ̂ = Ln · m̂n, where

m̂n :=
1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · hδ(ε̂i).

Hence, it suffices to show that

m̂n − m = oP

n−1/4. (B.17)

To do this, first note thatmax(δ, |ε̂i|)− max(δ, |εi|)
 ≤ |ε̂i − εi|.

Then,hδ(ε̂i)− hδ(εi)
 =

 log[max(δ2, ε̂2i )] − log[max(δ2, ε2i )]


= 2
 log[max(δ, |ε̂i|)] − log[max(δ, |εi|)]


≤

2
δ

[max(δ, |ε̂i|)] − max(δ, |εi|)


≤
2
δ
|ε̂i − εi|

=
2
δ
|x′

i(β̂ − β)|,

where the first inequality follows from themean-value theorem of
calculus.

19 Note that L is clearly invertible in the case g(x) := (1, log(x))′ as used in the
Monte Carlo study of Section 5.
20 Alternatively, by the usual arguments that show asymptotic normality of OLS,
under moment assumptions,

√
n(θ̃ − θ0) is asymptotically normal, and hence

√
n-

consistent.
Therefore,

|m̂n − m| ≤
2
nδ

n
i=1

|g(xi)| ·
x′

i(β̂ − β)
.

But assuming E
gk(xi) · xj

 < ∞ for any i, j, one can apply the law
of large numbers to conclude that

|m̂n − m| = OP

|β̂ − β|/δ


= OP


n−1/2,

which certainly implies (B.17). As an added bonus, the argument
shows that one can let δ := δn → 0 as long as δn goes to zero
slowly enough; in particular, as long as δnn1/4

→ ∞. This finishes
the argument for the exponential specification (B.16).

The argument for the linear specification (which is slightlymore
general than (3.5))

vθ (x) :=

d
j=1

θjgj(x)

is similar. Here, the estimator θ̂ is obtained by regressing the
residuals ε̂2i on g(xi). As above, first consider θ̃ obtained by
regressing the actual errors ε2i on g(xi). Then, θ̃ is a consistent
estimator of

θ0 :=

E(g(xi)g(xi)′)

−1E

g(xi) · ε2i


.

As before, it is
√
n-consistent, as θ̃ = L−1

n mn, with Ln defined
exactly as before, but withmn now defined as the d × 1 vector

mn :=
1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · ε2i .

Again, we must argue that the difference between θ̃ and θ̂ is of
order oP


n−1/4


, and it suffices to show (B.17) where now

m̂n :=
1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · ε̂2i .

But,

|m̂n − mn| =

1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · (ε̂2i − ε2i )


=

1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) ·

−2(β̂ − β)′xi · εi

+ (β̂ − β)′xi · x′

i(β̂ − β)


≤ 2
1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · (β̂ − β)′xi · εi


+

1
n

n
i=1

g(xi) · (β̂ − β)′xi · x′

i(β̂ − β)

.
Undermoment assumptions, the sum in the first term is an average
ofmean-zero randomvectors and is of orderOP


n−1


because β̂−β

is of order OP

n−1/2


and an average of zero-mean i.i.d. random

variableswith finite variance is also of orderOP

n−1/2


. The second

term does not have mean zero, but under moment assumptions, is
of order |β̂−β|

2, which isOP

n−1


. Therefore, |m̂n−mn| is actually

of order OP

n−1/2


, which is clearly way more than needed.

Appendix C. Figures and tables

See Figs. C.1–C.4 and Tables C.1–C.8.
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Table C.1
Empirical mean squared errors (eMSEs) of estimators of β2 . In parentheses are the ratios of the eMSE of a given estimator to the eMSE of OLS. All numbers are based on
50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLS-S1 ALS-S1 WLS-S2 ALS-S2

v(x) = xγ

γ = 0

n = 20 0.073 0.082 (1.12) 0.077 (1.04) 0.082 (1.11) 0.077 (1.04)
n = 50 0.028 0.029 (1.05) 0.028 (1.02) 0.029 (1.05) 0.028 (1.02)
n = 100 0.014 0.014 (1.02) 0.014 (1.01) 0.014 (1.02) 0.014 (1.01)

γ = 1

n = 20 0.185 0.189 (1.03) 0.188 (1.02) 0.190 (1.03) 0.189 (1.02)
n = 50 0.070 0.066 (0.95) 0.069 (0.99) 0.067 (0.95) 0.069 (0.99)
n = 100 0.034 0.031 (0.92) 0.032 (0.95) 0.031 (0.92) 0.032 (0.95)

γ = 2

n = 20 0.555 0.461 (0.83) 0.513 (0.93) 0.462 (0.83) 0.512 (0.92)
n = 50 0.211 0.157 (0.74) 0.171 (0.81) 0.156 (0.74) 0.167 (0.79)
n = 100 0.103 0.072 (0.70) 0.073 (0.71) 0.073 (0.71) 0.074 (0.72)

γ = 4

n = 20 6.517 3.307 (0.51) 4.348 (0.67) 3.184 (0.49) 4.098 (0.63)
n = 50 2.534 0.957 (0.38) 0.994 (0.39) 0.946 (0.37) 0.975 (0.38)
n = 100 1.242 0.418 (0.34) 0.418 (0.34) 0.426 (0.34) 0.426 (0.34)

γ = 0, error terms εi of form (5.13)

n = 20 0.074 0.082 (1.12) 0.077 (1.04) 0.082 (1.12) 0.077 (1.04)
n = 50 0.028 0.029 (1.06) 0.028 (1.02) 0.029 (1.05) 0.028 (1.02)
n = 100 0.014 0.014 (1.03) 0.014 (1.01) 0.014 (1.03) 0.014 (1.01)
Table C.2
Empirical mean squared errors (eMSEs) of estimators of β2 . In parentheses are the ratios of the eMSE of a given estimator to the eMSE of OLS. All numbers are based on
50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLS-S1 ALS-S1 WLS-S2 ALS-S2

v(x) =

log(x)

γ
γ = 2

n = 20 0.066 0.045 (0.69) 0.053 (0.81) 0.047 (0.72) 0.054 (0.82)
n = 50 0.025 0.014 (0.55) 0.015 (0.60) 0.015 (0.60) 0.016 (0.63)
n = 100 0.012 0.006 (0.50) 0.006 (0.50) 0.007 (0.57) 0.007 (0.57)

γ = 4

n = 20 0.101 0.047 (0.46) 0.058 (0.58) 0.046 (0.46) 0.056 (0.56)
n = 50 0.039 0.013 (0.33) 0.013 (0.33) 0.014 (0.35) 0.014 (0.35)
n = 100 0.019 0.005 (0.25) 0.005 (0.25) 0.006 (0.32) 0.006 (0.32)

v(x) = exp(γ x + γ x2)

γ = 0.1

n = 20 0.250 0.236 (0.94) 0.246 (0.98) 0.233 (0.93) 0.245 (0.98)
n = 50 0.096 0.083 (0.87) 0.089 (0.93) 0.082 (0.85) 0.088 (0.91)
n = 100 0.047 0.039 (0.83) 0.041 (0.86) 0.038 (0.83) 0.040 (0.85)

γ = 0.15

n = 20 0.530 0.413 (0.78) 0.473 (0.89) 0.401 (0.76) 0.461 (0.87)
n = 50 0.206 0.143 (0.70) 0.155 (0.75) 0.138 (0.67) 0.148 (0.72)
n = 100 0.101 0.067 (0.67) 0.068 (0.67) 0.065 (0.64) 0.654 (0.65)

v(x)of form(5.6)

γ = 1

n = 20 0.148 0.151 (1.02) 0.150 (1.02) 0.151 (1.03) 0.151 (1.03)
n = 50 0.056 0.054 (0.96) 0.056 (1.00) 0.053 (0.96) 0.055 (0.99)
n = 100 0.027 0.025 (0.93) 0.026 (0.96) 0.025 (0.93) 0.026 (0.96)

γ = 2

n = 20 0.365 0.303 (0.83) 0.337 (0.93) 0.303 (0.83) 0.335 (0.92)
n = 50 0.138 0.108 (0.77) 0.112 (0.81) 0.106 (0.77) 0.111 (0.80)
n = 100 0.067 0.051 (0.75) 0.051 (0.75) 0.050 (0.75) 0.050 (0.75)
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Table C.3
Empirical mean squared errors (eMSEs) of estimators of β2 . The sample size is n = 20. The parametric model for estimating the skedastic function is (5.10) and in the
estimation of the model via the regression (5.11), we use either δ = 0 or δ = 0.1. In parentheses are the ratios of the eMSE of a given estimator to the eMSE of OLS. All
numbers are based on 50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLSδ=0 ALSδ=0 WLSδ=0.1 ALSδ=0.1

v(x) = xγ

γ = 0 0.073 0.087 (1.17) 0.079 (1.06) 0.082 (1.11) 0.077 (1.04)
γ = 1 0.185 0.197 (1.07) 0.191 (1.04) 0.190 (1.03) 0.189 (1.02)
γ = 2 0.555 0.474 (0.85) 0.520 (0.94) 0.462 (0.83) 0.512 (0.92)
γ = 4 6.517 3.211 (0.49) 4.141 (0.65) 3.184 (0.49) 4.098 (0.63)

v(x) =

log(x)

γ
γ = 2 0.066 0.048 (0.73) 0.056 (0.85) 0.047 (0.72) 0.054 (0.82)
γ = 4 0.101 0.046 (0.45) 0.059 (0.59) 0.046 (0.46) 0.056 (0.56)

v(x) = exp(γ x + γ x2)

γ = 0.1 0.250 0.242 (0.97) 0.250 (1.00) 0.233 (0.93) 0.245 (0.98)
γ = 0.15 0.530 0.412 (0.78) 0.470 (0.89) 0.401 (0.76) 0.461 (0.87)

v(x)of form(5.6)

γ = 1 0.148 0.158 (1.07) 0.154 (1.04) 0.151 (1.03) 0.151 (1.03)
γ = 2 0.365 0.313 (0.85) 0.342 (0.94) 0.303 (0.83) 0.335 (0.92)
Table C.4
Empirical coverage probabilities (in percent) of nominal 95% confidence intervals for β2 . In parentheses are the ratios of the average length of a given confidence interval to
the average length of OLS. All numbers are based on 50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLS-S1 ASL-S1 WLS-S2 ALS-S2

v(x) = xγ

γ = 0

n = 20 95.4 93.5 (0.99) 94.5 (0.98) 93.6 (0.97) 94.5 (0.99)
n = 50 95.1 94.3 (0.99) 94.7 (1.00) 94.4 (0.99) 94.7 (1.00)
n = 100 95.1 94.8 (1.00) 95.0 (1.00) 94.9 (1.00) 95.0 (1.00)

γ = 1

n = 20 95.3 93.8 (0.94) 94.4 (0.96) 93.9 (0.94) 94.4 (097)
n = 50 95.1 94.5 (0.95) 94.5 (0.96) 94.6 (0.95) 94.6 (0.97)
n = 100 95.0 94.8 (0.95) 94.7 (0.97) 94.9 (0.95) 94.8 (0.95)

γ = 2

n = 20 94.8 94.0 (0.86) 93.9 (0.90) 94.8 (0.95) 94.7 (0.96)
n = 50 94.8 94.5 (0.84) 94.2 (0.85) 94.7 (0.84) 94.5 (0.86)
n = 100 94.8 94.8 (0.83) 94.8 (0.83) 94.9 (0.83) 94.8 (0.84)

γ = 4

n = 20 93.9 94.0 (0.66) 93.1 (0.70) 94.2 (0.65) 93.3 (0.69)
n = 50 94.4 94.3 (0.59) 94.2 (0.59) 94.6 (0.59) 94.6 (0.60)
n = 100 94.6 94.6 (0.57) 94.6 (0.57) 95.0 (0.58) 95.0 (0.58)
Table C.5
Empirical coverage probabilities (in percent) of nominal 95% confidence intervals for β2 . In parentheses are the ratios of the average length of a given confidence interval to
the average length of OLS. All numbers are based on 50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLS-S1 ALS-S1 WLS-S2 ALS-S2

v(x) =

log(x)

γ
γ = 2

n = 20 94.8 94.6 (0.77) 94.1 (0.80) 94.5 (0.78) 94.1 (0.82)
n = 50 94.6 94.6 (0.72) 94.5 (0.72) 94.6 (0.75) 94.5 (0.75)
n = 100 94.8 94.8 (0.70) 94.8 (0.70) 94.8 (0.74) 94.8 (0.74)

γ = 4

n = 20 93.8 94.9 (0.61) 93.5 (0.63) 94.1 (0.61) 93.4 (0.63)
n = 50 94.3 94.3 (0.54) 94.2 (0.54) 94.5 (0.57) 94.4 (0.57)
n = 100 94.5 94.5 (0.52) 94.5 (0.52) 94.8 (0.55) 94.8 (0.55)

v(x) = exp(γ x + γ x2)

γ = 0.1

n = 20 94.9 93.3 (0.90) 93.7 (0.94) 93.5 (0.90) 93.8 (0.93)
n = 50 94.8 94.3 (0.91) 94.1 (0.93) 94.4 (0.90) 94.2 (0.92)

(continued on next page)
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Table C.5 (continued)

OLS WLS-S1 ALS-S1 WLS-S2 ALS-S2

n = 100 94.9 94.7 (0.91) 94.6 (0.92) 94.8 (0.90) 94.7 (0.91)

γ = 0.15

n = 20 94.5 93.3 (0.83) 93.2 (0.88) 93.5 (0.82) 93.2 (0.86)
n = 50 94.6 94.1 (0.82) 94.0 (0.83) 94.4 (0.80) 94.1 (0.82)
n = 100 94.7 94.6 (0.81) 94.6 (0.81) 94.8 (0.80) 94.8 (0.80)

v(x)of form(5.6)

γ = 1

n = 20 95.2 93.7 (0.94) 94.2 (0.96) 93.8 (0.94) 94.3 (0.96)
n = 50 95.0 94.4 (0.95) 95.2 (0.97) 94.6 (0.95) 94.4 (0.97)
n = 100 95.0 94.7 (0.96) 94.6 (0.96) 94.8 (0.96) 94.7 (0.96)

γ = 2

n = 20 94.7 93.9 (0.86) 93.5 (0.89) 93.9 (0.86) 93.5 (0.89)
n = 50 94.8 94.4 (0.86) 94.1 (0.87) 94.6 (0.86) 94.4 (0.87)
n = 100 94.8 94.8 (0.86) 94.8 (0.86) 94.9 (0.86) 94.9 (0.86)
Table C.6
OLS results for the housing-prices data set.

Response Variable: log(price)

OLS

Coefficient Estimate SE (HC) t-stat

constant 11.084 0.383 28.98
log(nox) −0.954 0.128 −7.44
log(dist) −0.134 0.054 −2.48
rooms 0.255 0.025 10.10
stratio −0.052 0.005 −11.26

R2
= 0.58 R̄2

= 0.58 s = 0.27 F = 175.90

Table C.7
Empirical mean squared errors (eMSEs) of estimators of β1, . . . , β5 . In parentheses
are the ratios of the eMSE of a given estimator to the eMSE of OLS. All numbers are
based on 50,000 Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLS-S1 WLS-S2

β1 0.143 × 100 0.088 × 100 (0.61) 0.094 × 100 (0.66)
β2 0.162 × 10−1 0.108 × 10−1 (0.68) 0.113 × 10−1 (0.69)
β3 0.289 × 10−2 0.146 × 10−2 (0.50) 0.171 × 10−2 (0.59)
β4 0.625 × 10−3 0.316 × 10−3 (0.51) 0.346 × 10−3 (0.55)
β5 0.211 × 10−4 0.196 × 10−4 (0.93) 0.205 × 10−4 (0.97)

Table C.8
Empirical coverage probabilities (in percent) of nominal 95% confidence intervals
for β1, . . . , β5 . In parentheses are the ratios of the average length of a given
confidence interval to the average length of OLS. All numbers are based on 50,000
Monte Carlo repetitions.

OLS WLS-S1 WLS-S2

β1 95.2 94.9 (0.79) 94.9 (0.81)
β2 95.2 94.9 (0.82) 94.9 (0.83)
β3 95.3 95.1 (0.72) 95.0 (0.78)
β4 95.4 94.9 (0.72) 94.9 (0.75)
β5 95.5 95.3 (0.95) 95.2 (0.97)
Fig. C.1. Graphical display of the parametric specification (5.3) for the skedastic
function v(·). Note that for ease of interpretation, we actually plot

√
v(x) as a

function of x.

Fig. C.2. Graphical display of the parametric specification (5.4) for the skedastic
function v(·). Note that for ease of interpretation, we actually plot

√
v(x) as a

function of x.
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Fig. C.3. Graphical display of the parametric specification (5.5) for the skedastic
function v(·). Note that for ease of interpretation, we actually plot

√
v(x) as a

function of x.

Fig. C.4. Graphical display of the parametric specification (5.6) for the skedastic
function v(·). Note that for ease of interpretation, we actually plot

√
v(x) as a

function of x.
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